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Abstract 

Since Miller’s (1995) ground-breaking directive to the anthropology 

community to research consumption within the context of production, 

CCT has come of age, offering distinctive insights into the complexities of 

consumer behaviour. CCT positions itself at the nexus of disciplines as 

varied as anthropology, sociology, media studies, critical studies, and 

feminist studies; overlapping foci bring theoretical innovation to studies 

of human behaviours in the marketplace. In this paper, we provide 

asynthesis of CCT research since its inception, along with more recent 

publications. We follow the four thematic domains of research as devised 

by Arnould and Thompson (2005): consumer identity projects, 

marketplace cultures, the socio-historic patterning of consumption, and 

mass-mediated marketplace ideologies and consumers’ interpretive 

strategies. Additionally, we investigate new directions for future 

connections between CCT research and anthropology.  
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Introduction 

Miller’s exhortation (1995) to the anthropology community to research 

consumption in conjunction with production helped engender a sea 

change in consumer behaviour research, as disciplines increasingly 

melded, blurring their innate distinctions, to create new modes of 

research. A number of terms were deployed since the mid-eighties to 

describe this new approach: humanistic, naturalistic, interpretive, 

postmodern. An official term for this multi-disciplinary approach surfaced  

in 2005, introduced by Arnould and Thompson (2005) as “consumer 

culture theory.” CCT has since become a shorthand acronym recognized 

in all major marketing journals. This paper provides an overview of CCT 

research, drawing from the Journal of Consumer Research, the Journal of 

Marketing, the Journal of Marketing Research, the Journal of Retailing, 

Consumption, Markets and Culture, and Qualitative Market Research, 

among others, with particular emphasis on seminal papers. Our paper is 

both a tribute to research already conducted, and a call to inspiration for 

further research, highlighting the underlying connection of linked study 

that enables researchers in anthropology and consumer behaviour, 

among other disciplines, to share common ground.  

We begin with the obvious: what precisely is CCT?  A method of 

assessing consumption apart from the usual frames of economics and 

psychology, CCT provides “a distributed view of cultural meaning” 

(Hannerz 1992: 16), one created, sustained, and transformed by larger 

social and cultural forces such as myths, narratives, and ideologies. 

Unfettered from stereotypical conceptions of broad social patterns, CCT 

nonetheless emerges from particular socio-economic systems, with the 

impact of globalization and market capitalism explicit in all CCT studies 

(Arnould and Thompson 2005: 869).  

Since the late 70s, researchers have discussed the need for new 

perspectives in consumer research (Belk 1975; 1976). CCT has roots in 

such discussion, and more specifically in the naturalistic inquiry 

embodied by the Consumer Behaviour Odyssey Project in the mid-1980s, 

when a group of consumer researchers set off across the U.S. in an RV to 

conduct a multi-sited ethnographic field study (Anderson 1986; Belk 

1976; 1986; 1987; Belk, Sherry, and Wallendorf 1988; Belk, Wallendorf, 

and Sherry 1989). The resulting literature sparked intense interest in 

consumer research that highlighted the cultural and social complexities of 

consumption (Graeber 2011). Often cited anthropologists in interpretive 

consumer research include Wilk (2006), Appadurai (1986; 1996), 

Arvidsson (2006), Callon, Méadel, and Rabeharisoa (2002), Douglas and 

Isherwood (1979), Mazzarella (2003), Miller (1987), Moeran (1996; 

2006a), and Schor (1998).  
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CCT illuminates the contextual, symbolic, and experiential aspects 

of consumption as they unfold across the consumption cycle, from 

acquisition to consumption and disposition (Arnould and Thompson 

2005; McCracken 1986), encompassing frameworks that are interpretive, 

critical, emancipatory, and transformative. It interweaves disciplines as 

varied as anthropology, sociology, media studies, critical studies and 

feminist studies, among others (Arnould 1989; Belk 1988; 2010; Sherry 

and Camargo 1987; Diamond et al. 2009; Borghini et al, 2009; Joy, Sherry 

and Deschenes 2009; Joy, Sherry, Venkatesh and Deschenes 2009; 

Kozinets 2001; Marcoux 2009; Scott 1994a; 1994b; Sherry 1995; 

Schroeder 2006). Each research area provides a unique lens through 

which to study consumption behaviour; many researchers use multiple 

lenses to generate frameworks of understanding (Belk 2010; Epp and 

Price 2010; 2011; Humphreys 2010; Karababa and Ger 2011; Kozinets 

2008; Ozanne and Saatcioglu 2008; Peñaloza and Barnhart 2011; 

Venkatesh, Joy, Sherry, and Deschenes 2010; Üstüner and Holt 2010). The 

success of the CCT tradition in contributing to theory and methodology in 

the field is evident in MacInnes and Folkes’ (2010) identification of CCT as 

a sub-discipline in the field of consumer behaviour. They argue that 

consumer behaviour is, by its nature, a multidisciplinary phenomenon; 

adjoining disciplines can expand the intellectual horizons of the field, and 

add insight to theory building.  

Arnould and Thompson (2005) identify four domains within 

which a number of researchers have made theoretical and 

methodological contributions. They are: (1) consumer identity 

projects, (2) marketplace cultures, (3) the socio-historical patterning 

of consumption, and (4) mass-mediated marketplace ideologies and 

consumers’ interpretive strategies. In what follows, we will sustain 

those categorizations, allowing for the fact that some studies exhibit 

relevance within multiple categories. Additionally, we will summarize 

earlier findings, analyse current and new directions within each 

category, and identify potential future directions. While multiple 

methods are used by CCT researchers ethnographic approaches are 

dominant.  Since the limitations of this overview are many, we urge the 

indulgence of our readers.  

 

Recent studies on consumer identity projects 

Identity via consumption is a topic shared by anthropologists (Miller 

1995), sociologists (Featherstone 1991), and CCT researchers here in 

North America and abroad (Ahuvia 2005; Belk 1988; Cova and Elliot 

2008: Caru and Cova 2008; Levy 1963; Sandikci and Ger 2010). Person-

object relations are the focus of this theme, in all its complexity and 
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variations. Objects are central to definitions of self, and in particular 

become extensions of the self (Ahuvia 2005; Belk 1988; Tian and Belk 

2005) although such constructions are complex (Curasi, Price, and 

Arnould 2004; Kates 2004; Braun-LaTour, LaTour, and Zinkhan 2007), 

often riddled with ambivalence (Arsel and Thompson 2011), internal 

contradictions (Luedicke, Thompson, and Giesler 2010; Lastovicka and 

Fernandez 2005), and even pathology (Lastovicka and Sirianni 2011).  

The impetus to look at commercial goods in the service of identity 

emerged with Belk’s (1988) oft-quoted article on the extended self, and 

with Sherry’s (1983) early, key article on gift-giving. CCT literature 

focuses on the economic and utilitarian motives of equivalence and 

equality as the springboard of giving behaviour, although the symbolic 

value of the gift continued to be dominant (Joy 2001; Sherry 1983; Sherry, 

McGrath and Levy 1992; Otnes, Lowrey, and Kim 1993).  

Marcoux (2009) in particular shows how consumers use the 

market to free themselves from the straitjacket of social expectations and 

the sense of indebtedness. Other researchers have looked at the 

circulation of objects within a social network to illustrate commodity 

agency (Epp and Price 2010, Curasi, Price and Arnould 2004; Price, 

Arnould and Curasi 2000). By adopting Kopytoff’s (1986) theory of 

singularization and concept of re-commodification, Epp and Price (2010) 

show how objects within a household become a key resource for the 

family to construct their individual, family, and social identities (see also 

Epp and Price 2008). Bradford (2009) examines the immaterial and 

material dimensions of gift –giving, and demonstrates how interacting 

parties create, sustain, or destroy the gifted assets.  

Belk (2010) resuscitates the concept of the gift as an act of self-

sacrifice through his seminal study of sharing. In a study on intra-

community gifting in New Orleans by Weinberger and Wallendorf (2012), 

the authors critique the existing literature on the gift with its focus on 

interpersonal relationships, building in multiple units to intra-community 

gifting.  One outcome of such collective giving is a new sense of 

community, one defined with limited recourse to market ideology. While 

all such studies are centered on the moral economy, they also consider its 

intersection with the market economy.  

A predominant theme in the identity project literature is the 

malleability of crafting identity. The ideology, at least in the industrialized 

world, that one is free to choose an individual mode of self-presentation 

has become widely accepted, certainly since McCracken’s (1986) article 

on the movement of meaning notwithstanding multiple constraints 

(Foster 2007). Joy, Sherry, and Deschenes (2009) describe the many 
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consumption meanings associated with virtual selves, ever-evolving and 

re-constructed at will.  

Person-object relations can be viewed as an extension of the self 

(Belk 1988), or as disguise or sublimation of the self, such that the world 

is seen only from the inside out (Lastovicka and Sirianni 2011).  

 

Consumer identity and marketing myths 

The recent focus on examining how identity projects are constructed 

encompasses moral considerations. Through a study of adversarial 

consumer narratives relating to the Hummer brand, Luedicke, Thompson, 

and Giesler (2010) show that consumers’ moralistic identity work begins 

with a cultural myth of the moral protagonist, which transforms their 

ideological beliefs into dramatic narratives of identity. Arsel and 

Thompson (2011) advance related theorizations delineating how socio-

cultural forces deter consumers from abandoning a consumption field 

associated with undesirable meanings. Epp and Price (2008) reveal how 

families draw on communication forms and use marketplace resources to 

manage interplays among individual, relational, and collective identities.  

Schau, Gilly, and Wolfinbarger (2009) illustrate an increase in the breadth 

and depth of identity-related consumption by the elderly, which they 

term a “consumer identity renaissance.” Venkatesh, Joy, Sherry, and 

Deschenes (2010) investigate links between the aesthetics of luxury 

fashion, the body, and identity formation. Coupland (2005) throws a new 

spin on how brands need not stand out in people’s lives, but rather can 

become invisible.  

New research on material possession attachment that critiques 

the notion of the extended self is presented in Lastovicka and Sirianni’s 

(2011) study. They argue that smitten individuals are often socially 

isolated, leaving object love as a form of compensation. Another take on 

object-person relations is provided by Fernandez and Lastovicka (2011) 

in their study of fetishes in contemporary consumption. Consumers use 

contagious and imitative magic to imbue their objects with unique auras. 

Persistence and its impact on consumers achieving goals, such as 

conceiving a child (the parent identity project), is the focus of a study by 

Fischer, Otnes, and Tuncay (2007). They show how cognition and cultural 

discourses jointly shape women’s  decision-making processes. Scientific 

rationalism, self-management, and fatalism similarly intervene.  

Of particular interest to the notion of identity is Bahl and Milne’s 

(2010) article. Instead of focusing on just one self, the authors maintain, 

researchers must consider consumer experience through the prism of 

multiple selves, and in the interaction of selves. While consumer 
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researchers have examined multiple selves, especially when they are in 

conflict, they have not examined the dialogical nature of the self. The level 

of the self under scrutiny needs to be highlighted; the dialogical self 

provides a new framework for studying consumers at multiple levels.  

 

Global consumer identity projects 

Identity projects are complex for consumers in ideologically constraining 

cultures although similar constraints exist in the west as well 

(Tarlo2007). Sandikci and Ger (2010) show how stigmatized identity can 

become fashionable through co-optation with the market – i.e., when the 

market appropriates and commercializes subcultural practices (Schouten 

and McAlexander 1995; Thompson and Coskuner-Balli 2007). These 

authors study veiling among women in Turkey; the decision to wear a veil 

is an act of resistance and empowerment, as well as of escape.  

Üstüner and Holt (2007), argue that in developing countries such 

as Turkey, identity projects of migrant women reveal a generational 

divide: while the migrant women themselves have created an identity 

that values living in squatter settlements in the city, their daughters have 

acculturated, and, stymied by economic limitations, are less content than 

their mothers.  

Another take on global consumer culture and identity formation 

at a macro-level is provided by Dong and Tian (2009), who discuss how 

Chinese consumers employ Western brands to assert competing versions 

of Chinese national identity. Consumers use select discourses of East-

West relations, with the West viewed alternatively as liberator and 

oppressor, its brands as symbols of democratization or as domination.  

Karababa and Ger (2011) provide a scintillating account of the 

formation of the consuming subject in Early Ottoman culture. They 

interpret the popular view of an actively self-identifying consumer, using 

an anthropological–historical approach to understand the formation of 

the consumer subject vis-à-vis market forces and institutions. Their study 

extends two important theoretical claims in CCT: (1) consumption 

resolves tensions between the pursuit of pleasure and morality (Belk, Ger 

and Askegaard 2003); and (2) market cultures are co-created through 

discursive negotiations and practices (Peñaloza 2000).  Karababa and Ger 

(2011) show that the co-creation of market cultures includes an entire 

slate of actors – the state, religious institutions, and market-related 

intermediaries of various sorts.  

Their analysis of how consumers resist the marketplace highlights 

that inclusion, instead of focussing on the impositions from the marketer 

(Maclaran and Brown 2005; Kozinets et al. 2004a; 2004b). One can look 
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at the consumer as enjoying a certain level of freedom of choice in 

opposition to the marketer (Zwick, Denegri-Knott, and Schroeder 2007). 

Thus, the marketer and the consumer are not always in opposition.  

Additional work in this context is also evidenced in the study by 

Cayla and Eckhardt (2008), who investigate how brand managers create 

regional Asian brands and markets through the construction of imagined 

Asian identities. These managers focus on the common experience of 

global experience, evoking a generic and hyper–urban experience infused 

with diverse cultural references. In turn, these Asian brands contribute to 

the creation of an imagined Asia as modern and multicultural.   

Another view on the topic of identity constructed through global 

consumption is provided by Bardhi, Eckhardt, and Arnould’s (2012) study 

of global nomadic consumers. This research counters Belk’s (1988) study 

that possessions are used to extend the self while anchoring identity in 

space, as consumers configure the world into a place of belonging. Global 

nomadism by its nature involves de-territorialization.  During ongoing 

travel, relationships to objects are temporary and situational, and 

possessions are appreciated for their instrumental use value and 

immateriality.  Such individuals do not wish to acculturate – they prefer 

enduring mobility and detachment from national geography.  

 

Consumer identity and post-assimilationist research 

Recent studies demonstrate that ethnic identification is a complex and 

dynamic process, mediated by market logic and influenced by socio-

cultural contexts. Askegaard and Ozcaglar-Toulouse (2011) note that 

ethnicity is a key resource in consumer identity projects, and that the 

study of ethnic identification should therefore demonstrate the 

complexity of the social processes involved in the formation of 

contemporary ethnoscapes (217). Luedicke (2011) also builds on the 

notion of consumer acculturation. His model suggests that a focus on 

identity construction, acculturation agents (media, market agents, and 

political institutions) and boundary crossings would provide a richer and 

deeper understanding of acculturation.  

Migrant groups and their consumption patterns open up new 

possibilities for understanding global consumer culture. While research 

on such topics in the 1980s, 1990s, and early 2000s (Oswald 1999; 

Peñaloza 1994; Peñaloza and Gilly 1999; Stayman and Deshpande 1989) 

provided insights into how acculturation occurs, new research focuses on 

how consumers negotiate their cultural identities through consumption 

(Bardhi, Ostberg and Bengtsson 2010). In their research on the 

Greenlandic consumer acculturation process, Askegaard, Arnould, and 

Kjeldgaard (2005) introduce an oscillation model to illustrate the 
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dynamic and reflexive nature of consumer identities in a transnational 

context. They argue for a spectrum of hybrid identities constructed by 

immigrant consumers, one affected by socio-historical factors, political 

ideology, and market-mediated cultural practices. Jafari and Goulding 

(2008) introduce the notion of the “torn self” to express how Iranian 

immigrants suffered from the negotiations between the two cultural 

ideologies in the U.K. Chytkova’s (2011) study of Romanian women in 

Italy examines how the negotiation of gender roles of immigrant women 

is an important component of consumer acculturation.  

Areas ripe for future research include power relationships 

between the dominant group (mainstream marketers and consumers), 

minority consumers, and entrepreneurs in a multi-cultural marketplace. 

Also worthy of attention: boundary creation, management strategies, and 

public policies that shape immigrant acculturation. In sum, the breadth 

and depth of cultural categories and cultural principles have been mined 

to produce important insights into how socio-historical forces impact 

consumption.  

 

Consumption environments and consumer experiences 

Although the concept of experience is implicit in the consumer identity 

projects, it was articulated more clearly in several subsequent articles.  In 

their landmark article on hedonic consumption, Hirschman and Holbrook 

(1982) had earlier critiqued the then popular notion of the consumer as a 

rational decision-maker. Thompson, Locander, and Pollio’s (1989) 

research returns the focus to consumer experience (Thompson 1997). Joy 

and Sherry (2003) study aesthetic consumption and aesthetic 

experiences. They highlight the value of an imaginative, embodied, and 

emplaced self in the pursuit of aesthetic pleasure. A raft of papers detailed 

the rich experiences created through marketplace interactions, such as 

thematized spaces (Maclaran and Brown 2005; Kozinets 2002a; Kozinets 

et al. 2004a; 2004b); including Las Vegas (Belk 2000); Nike Town 

(Peñaloza 1998; Sherry 1998); rodeos (Peñaloza 2001), and ESPN zones 

(Kozinets et al. 2004a; 2004b). Diamond et al.’s (2009) study of the 

American Girl phenomenon provides a holistic understanding of the 

socio-cultural construction of an intensely emotional brand. Researchers 

have also explored the construction of experience in liminal spaces such 

as festivals and carnivals (Kates and Belk 2001; Belk and Costa 1998; and 

Kozinets 2002a). Cotte and LaTour (2009) examine how gambling 

behaviours and experience changed after the introduction of online 

gambling. Overall, sensory and experiential aspects of consumption have 

taken center stage in most of the CCT studies described above.  
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Identity, public policy and transformative consumer research 

Consumer researchers such as Ozanne and Saaatcioglu (2008) have a 

transformational view of society, advocating participatory action research 

(PAR) for improving lives. PARS agenda calls for (1) a reflexive 

understanding of the posionality of the researcher, (2) an evaluation of 

the goal of social change by new criteria (3) the creation of more 

sophisticated theories of power and social change to improve consumer 

welfare  (4) the development of more personalized methods of research 

and (5) the dissemination of knowledge that is culturally appropriate and 

feasible.   

Transformative consumer research is a relatively new approach 

in understanding consumer identity, as researchers have highlighted the 

link between public policy and consumer response (Mick 2008; Ozanne 

1992; Ozanne & Saatcioglu 2008). Disadvantaged or vulnerable 

consumers have been studied (Hill 1991; Hill and Stamey 1990). Adkins 

and Ozanne (2005) study low-literate consumers, Wong and King (2008) 

research patients with chronic diseases, Kjeldgaard and Askegaard 

(2006) study children and adolescent consumers, and Crockett and 

Wallendorf (2004) focus on minority consumers. Moisio and Beruschvalli 

(2010) explore the supportive community of Weight Watchers. The dark 

side of consumption – obsessive and compulsive behaviours, such as 

uncontrolled credit card debt, alcoholism, and other addictions – has also 

received attention (Bernthal, Crockett, and Rose 2005; Henry 2010; 

Peñaloza and Barnhart 2011).  

A different issue taken by Henry (2010) examines consumer 

rights and responsibilities in the context of credit card users in Australia. 

He asks how consumers view their own rights and responsibilities. His 

query ties in with the broader theme of the role of moral responsibility in 

markets consisting of relatively disconnected consumers. Surprisingly, 

the research shows that both Libertarian and liberal consumers equally 

valorize the mythic ideal of autonomy. The nuances of consumer 

responses suggest an ideological perspective, revealing a broad range of 

often competing beliefs that mute sympathy, high functioning, and 

activism (Henry 2010: 683).  

CCT research on consumer identity projects has received 

significant attention for good reason: its contributions are substantial. 

 

Marketplace cultures 

In research focussing on marketplace cultures, consumers are viewed 

primarily as culture producers, rather than merely as culture bearers. 

Arnould and Thompson (2005) ask how consumers forge collective or 
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community identity, and how they share common value through 

interaction with the marketplace. How does the emergence of 

consumption as a dominant practice reconfigure cultural blueprints for 

action and interpretation, and vice versa? Under this rubric fall area 

studies (Joy 2001), subcultures of consumption (Schouten and 

McAlexander 1995; Muñiz and Schau 2005), and a culture of consumption 

(Kozinets 2001). In the context of major socio-cultural transformations 

that have eroded traditional bases for sociality, consumers search for 

ways to collectively identify and participate in rituals of solidarity. Often 

such searching occurs online (Cova and Pace 2006; Kozinets 2002b; 

Kozinets et al. 2010). These experiential subcultures have used 

consumption as a raison d’être for fostering community –whether fleeting 

or permanent. In some instances, these groups define themselves in 

opposition to dominant lifestyles and sensibilities. Worthy of note are 

how such subcultures present themselves – through displays of localized 

cultural capital, and through skill in combining and reworking the pool of 

symbolic resources shared by group members (Kozinets 2001) 

 

Brand communities and consumer resistance 

Schau, Muñiz, and Arnould (2009) examine collective value creation 

processes within brand communities. They identify four themes of value 

creating practices: social networking, impression management, 

community engagement, and brand use. They note that corporations can 

derive significant benefit via creatively exploiting, and, to a degree, ceding 

control to willing customers, which in turn increases consumer brand 

engagement, thereby strengthening the brand community. Consumer 

involvement and engagement are also the topic of research by Kozinets et 

al. (2010) who identify the importance of the network co-production 

model. New social media marketing platforms offer brands broad-based 

communication strategies with micro-targeted appeals, which are 

themselves ever-expanding avenues ripe for exploration.  

  Thompson and Arsel (2004) develop the concept of a hegemonic 

brandscape. Goulding, Shankar, Elliott, and Canniford (2009) argue that 

the practice of clubbing is a marketplace culture that is legally sanctioned, 

even as it supports a range of illegal practices that are easier to control 

and concurrently economically productive (fortuitously enough for club 

owners).  Rather than viewing clubbing as a reaction to consumer 

alienation, or an act of countercultural ideological resistance, these 

practices are seen as part of everyday life.  

While Marcoux’s (2009) previously referenced study examines 

how people use the market to free themselves from oppressive relations 

within the gift economy, Belk (2010), also previously referenced, shows 
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how sharing is very much a part of families and communities, albeit one 

being slowly eroded by market commoditization. What Belk labels 

“sharing in” calls for research on “sharing out” – a phenomenon studied 

by Visconti, Sherry, Borghini, and Anderson (2010). They extend 

understanding of consumer agency beyond the domain of privately 

owned and consumed goods, by unpacking the dialogic agentic 

confrontation between street artists and dwellers through their different 

ideologies of public place consumption. Geisler’s (2006) study of file 

sharing via Napster critiques the dyadic model of the gift, and elaborates 

on the distributed model exemplified by file sharing. However, social 

distinctions, norms of reciprocity, and rituals characterize such gift 

systems as well.  

Thompson and Coskuner-Balli (2007) develop further the concept 

of brand communities by focusing on a polit-brand community, the 

Community Supported Agricultural community (CSA). Despite their 

ideologically framed perspectives, CSA members are still part of the larger 

whole that supports global consumer culture. As a re-embedded 

consumption community, CSA offers consumers reaffirming experiences 

of emotional immediacy, confidence in outcomes, direct participatory 

involvement, and personal engagement that are difficult to replicate in a 

dis-embedded polit-brand community whose relational networks and 

real political consequences are diffused.  

As referenced earlier, Dong and Tian (2009) focus on Chinese 

consumers employing Western brands to assert competing versions of 

Chinese national identity; the authors account for not only the socio-

economic/socio-cultural, but also political factors. The complexities of 

marketplace cultures are evident in how youth cultures are a 

manifestation of transnational, market-based ideology, evident through a 

dialectic between structures of common difference (Wilk 1995), and the 

adaptation and objectification of these structures in local contexts 

referred to as glocalization, a term encompassing the local impact of 

global consumer culture (Askegaard, Arnould and Kjeldgaard 2005; 

Kjeldgaard and Askegaard 2006).  These authors argue that co-

constitutive relationships between globalization and everyday 

consumption practices are an important framework for understanding 

consumer behaviour. Cayla and Eckhardt (2008) examine how brands 

help forge new ways for consumers to think beyond their specific 

nationality to an “imagined community.”   

Branding managers and other market-related intermediaries 

contribute to creating a regional consciousness, especially in Asia. Cayla 

and Eckhardt build on Peñaloza’s (2001) idea that marketers play a key 

role in structuring these positions. They also further the view of brands as 
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stories in consumers’ collective imaginations. By showing how brands can 

help forge inter-connectedness, the authors encourage us to assess the 

resulting stream of research from a global perspective. They extend the 

prevailing view of globalizing consumer culture, recognizing that 

globalization is far more than a Western-oriented one- or even two-way 

street—it is a multiplicity of streets, from Hong Kong, Beijing, Singapore, 

and many other urban hubs, with cultures freely intertwined.  

Overall, Miller’s (1995) call for focusing on both production and 

consumption ushered in a new era - one vibrant with fresh insights - in 

CCT research.  

 

The socio-historical patterning of consumption 

Arnould and Thompson (2005) summarize how institutional social 

structures such as gender, ethnicity, class, and community help structure 

consumption and vice versa (Bristor and Fischer 1993: Cova 1997; 

Dobscha and Ozanne 2001; Fischer and Arnold 1990; Hill 1991; Holt 

1997; 1998; 2002, 2004; Schroeder and Borgerson 1998; Wallendorf and 

Reilly 1983). They ask bluntly: what is a consumer society, and how is it 

constituted and sustained?   

 

Institutionalization of consumption ideologies 

More recently, Üstüner and Thompson (2012) provide an understanding 

of consumer status games, by focusing on marketplace performances 

(especially those situated in a longer term, consumer-service provider 

relationship) that enable consumers to use economic, social, and cultural 

capital. Specifically, the authors study longer-term multifaceted status 

games via the hair stylist industry in Turkish cities, in which the service 

providers – typically men – have little or no education, but have skills 

essential to delivering service to highly educated and affluent customers – 

typically women. Both groups vie for dominance and control. By virtue of 

their wealth and ongoing patronage, clients wield class-based authority 

over the stylists, and, within the microcosm of the salon, are 

simultaneously free of the patriarchal norms prevalent in Turkish society. 

Humphreys (2010), in her study of the legitimization of casino gambling 

in the U.S., uses institutional theory to define how the market normalizes, 

rationalizes, and legitimizes gambling.  

Overall, the breadth and depth of cultural categories and principles 

have been mined to produce important insights into how socio-historical 

forces impact consumption.  
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Mass-mediated marketplace ideologies and consumers’ interpretive 

strategies 

Mass-mediated marketplace ideologies fall within the purview of CCT 

(McQuarrie and Mick 1992; 1996; 1999; Rinallo and Basuroy 2009; Scott 

1990; Sherry and Camargo 1987; Stern 1993). Consumer ideology refers 

to the systems of meaning that channel and reproduce consumers’ 

thoughts and actions, thereby defending dominant interests in society, a 

field of study examined in critical theory and media studies. Arnould and 

Thompson (2005) ask what normative messages commercial media 

transmit regarding consumption. How do consumers make sense of these 

messages and formulate critical responses? Consumers are viewed as 

interpretive agents whose meaning creation activities range from tacitly 

embracing the dominant representations of consumer identity and 

lifestyle ideals portrayed in advertising and mass media, to those 

consciously deviating from such ideological instructions. Often, this line of 

inquiry surveys criticism of capitalism and marketing as social 

institutions.  

 Kozinets’ (2008) study of technology and ideology grappled with 

the complexities of understanding both technology and ideology and their 

interpenetration as expressed in the narratives of consumers who move 

among various categories, such as Techtopian ideology (technology as 

progress, albeit with moral overtones); the green luddite ideology 

(technology as fear-inducing, unnecessary, and unsustainable); the work 

machine ideology (technology as central to economic growth), and finally 

the Techspressive ideology (technology as an extension of people’s 

identities based on pleasure). Kozinet’s (2010) book based on his (2002b) 

seminal article on Netnography, (ethnography on line) has had wide 

appeal, and has spurred further research (Munar 2010; Bilgram, Bartl and 

Biel 2011).  

Another line of research into anti-consumption movements and 

ideology is represented in the work of Varman and Belk (2009). The anti-

Coca-Cola sentiment expressed by villagers in North India reflects 

attempts by locals to evoke the nationalist Swadeshi movement in India, 

introduced by Gandhi fifty years earlier. The revised version of Swadeshi, 

while focusing on materialism, took a different tack--protesters used 

spatial politics to create strong feelings of “us” vs. “them.” The 

corporation and its various products are framed negatively (with Coca-

Cola sold in India deemed inferior to local soft drinks because of its high 

pesticide content); the renewed nationalism, rather than serving as a 

reversal to the old ideology of nationhood, instead indicates the power of 

consumers.  
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Through the medium of advertising, Zhao and Belk (2008) 

examine China’s ongoing evolution from communism to a consumer 

society. The authors assess how advertising has appropriated a dominant 

anti-consumerist ideology to justify its promotion of consumption, how it 

has bridged the apparent ideological tensions between communism and 

consumerism, and what structural patterns of representation have 

facilitated this ideological transition in advertising (Zhao and Belk 2008: 

231-32).  Their research underscores the idea that the marketplace is not 

only alive with cultural mythologies, but also saturated with political 

ideologies. Ironically, as China changed from a capitalist to a socialist 

system, and then moved toward market socialism, its advertising drew on 

a rich tradition of political propaganda to recast China as a consumer 

society.  

The broad framework used in the focus on the impact of media on 

consumers is borrowed from anthropology and media studies. Such 

studies typically use semiotic and literary analysis to search for symbolic 

meanings, the messages in popular cultural texts, and the rhetorical 

strategies employed to make such ideological messages appealing 

(Escalas and Stern 2003; Hirschman 1990; Holbrook and Grayson 1986; 

McQuarrie and Mick 1996; Phillips and McQuarrie 2010; Scott 1990, 

1994a, 1994b). These studies question purely psychological assessments 

of advertising and media, and underscore the importance of considering 

the cultural contexts within which decisions are made. By decoding and 

deconstructing mass-mediated marketplace ideologies, CCT theorists 

reveal the ways in which capitalist cultural production systems seduce 

consumers into particular lifestyles and their associated products, with 

consumers as willing participants.  

Finally, Phillips and McQuarrie (2010) investigate why women 

engage with advertisements in which the product itself is framed, as 

opposed to the more typical images of airbrushed young women or 

enticing landscapes featuring a given product. Their findings revealed 

that one group looked at advertisements as fictional representations, 

imagining themselves transported into another world. Others responded 

to advertising images as art, and appreciated their beauty. The resulting 

greater engagement, by either means, led to a more meaningful consumer 

experience.  

Reviewing the established research, both over the past twenty 

years and particularly in the last seven, during which much invaluable 

research debuted, one sees clearly that CCT research is concerned with 

cultural meanings, socio-historic influences, and social dynamics that 

shape consumer experience and identities in the many, messy contexts of 

everyday life (Firat and Venkatesh 1995). CCT researchers use multiple 
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data sources and triangulate methods: what consumers experience is 

neither unified and monolithic, nor transparently rational. Most 

consumers’ lives are constructed around multiple realities shaped by 

consumption experiences (Arnould and Thompson 2005). 

 

Discussion: the nexus between anthropology and CCT  

In 1995, Miller had already noted imminent changes in the study of 

consumer culture: (1) production and consumption would be, and should 

be, studied concurrently rather than in isolation, (2) the relation of first-

world local consumption models and their impact on production in third-

world contexts would be of deep importance, (3) the study of major shifts 

in first-world consumption and their cosmological foundations, for 

example, the green movement and associated practices, would 

necessarily increase, (4) the transformation of shopping into a major 

instrument for the enactment of a commitment to family values would be 

increasingly studied as well, with the modern Christmas and its 

foundational myth pointing to a fundamental dialectic in modernity 

between the freedom represented by commodities, and the continued 

desire for normative sociability represented by kinship; and (5) the 

intrinsic link between kinship and consumption would be increasingly 

relevant, as evidenced by recent studies of consumption activities 

centered on home and family.  

In response to Miller’s (1995) suggestions, the concept of 

marketplace cultures, which include brand communities and practices 

(Cova and Pace 2006; Brown, Kozinets, and Sherry 2003; Muñiz and 

O’Guinn 2000; McAlexander, Schouten, and Koenig 2002; Muñiz and 

Schau 2005; Schau, Muñiz, and Arnould 2009) and collective/family 

identities (Epp and Price 2008; 2010) can be seen as evidence of the 

application of this model of co-production in CCT research. Major shifts in 

first-world consumption and their cosmological foundations, witnessed in 

studies of green consumption – precisely as Miller (1995), above, 

predicted – are emerging in the CCT literature (Maarkula and Moisander 

2012; Moisander 2007). Belk’s (1989; 2010) studies of Christmas 

consumption and sharing, respectively, embody this line of research, 

along with studies on the gift by Marcoux (2009). Finally, Fischer, Otnes, 

and Tuncay’s (2007) article on pursuing parenthood, described earlier, 

addresses the links between kinship and consumption.  

In his recent article on the semiotics of brand, Manning (2010) 

summarizes a group of studies on branding that are inspiring to CCT 

researchers. Wilk’s (2006) study of bottled water is a good example of 

how branding strategies condense a social ontology shot through with 

contradictory attitudes of nature and technology, the state and the 
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market, public and private spheres, and first- and third-world economies. 

Wilk (2006: 320) calls for a symbiotic relationship between 

branding/marketing and anti-commercial resistance and the rhetoric of 

individuality, family, morality, and religion. Foster (2007) likewise argues 

that if the reflexive destabilization of products (as an outcome of co-

creation) concerns marketers, it also concerns consumers. Meneley 

(2004; 2007) pinpoints the disparities in products/brands from 

particular regions of the world. The positive image of the Mediterranean 

and its healthful diet, along with its pastoral associations, imbues Tuscan 

extra virgin olive oil as an object of desire. In contrast, extra virgin olive 

oil grown in the West Bank – associated with strife and poverty – has no 

such positive associations. (Meneley 2007). The associative framing easily 

trumps reality. 

Such metaphoric consumption of alterity, Manning (2010) 

reports, is matched by metonymic alterity – the desire for actual objects 

from elsewhere, e.g., labels and containers of Western goods, often 

detached from use value, came to be self-valuable mediums of contact 

with the imaginary West in the USSR (Yurchak 2006). Üstüner and Holt’s 

(2010) study of the Western-oriented upper-class consumers and the 

local-oriented rich consumers in Turkey explores this contradictory 

phenomenon in detail.  

Arvidsson’s (2005) study of brandscapes elaborates on the idea of 

atmospherics, extended to the scripting and styling of a service 

interaction, including the consumer, who co-produces the experience. 

Schau, Muñiz, and Arnould’s (2009) study of brand practices describes 

how consumers co-create experiences for themselves, even as the 

regulating and appropriating component of brand management is also 

clear. Kozinets et al.’s (2010) study of corporate use of social media 

communication details how such communication regulates while 

simultaneously enabling consumer creativity.  

Virtual identity is another fruitful area of research. de Waal 

Malefyt (2009) studies companies that gather consumer data via 

technology while interacting with customers. While Kozinets et al. (2010) 

and Schau, Muñiz, and Arnould (2009) recommend actions to be taken by 

corporate brand managers, the authors’ respective studies do not explore 

how such action might unfold - an area ripe for further exploration.  

Although Appadurai’s (1990) opinions on globalization have been 

fleshed out sufficiently in the marketing and consumer literature, his view 

on the “imagined communities” of the nation-state being replaced by 

“diaspora public spheres” has been critiqued by Cayla and Eckhardt 

(2009). However, his view that media and migration together produce an 

enormous degree of instability in the creation of selves and identities 
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needs greater empirical substantiation in CCT and anthropology. The new 

areas of global consumer culture studies are just beginning to tap into 

these processes (Askegaard and Kjeldgaard 2002; Kjeldgaard and 

Askegaard 2006).    

The structure of experience in anthropology (Throop 2008) is 

another area growing in relevance. Despite the massive amount of work 

done in anthropology (e.g., Durkheim, Turner, and Geertz, among others), 

experience is, as Throop states, often embedded in the narrative and 

taken for granted as a construct. In their study on consumers’ lived 

experience, Thompson, Locander, and Pollio (1989) suggest that the 

meaning of an experience is always situated in the current experiential 

context, and is coherently related to the ongoing project of the life world. 

Their suggestion has found resonance in other studies of extraordinary 

experiences (e.g., Cristel and Levy 2011; Celsi, Rose and Leigh 1993; 

Arnould and Price 1993; Thompson 1997; Joy and Sherry 2003; Tumbat 

and Belk 2011).  Achrol and Kotler (2011: 37) argue that consumer 

experiences have taken center stage in digital age of information. More 

work needs to be done on temporality, embodiment, and emplacement of 

selves in experiential context. 

 

The meaning of consumption and identity 

In recent years, easily the two most provocative articles exploring 

anthropology and CCT have been Graeber’s “Consumption” (2011), 

referenced earlier, and Leve’s “Identity” (2011).  Graeber urges fellow 

researchers to critically examine the very concept of consumption. Since 

consumers take pleasure in, and partially craft their identities through, 

their consumption. Graeber (2011: 490) argues that, in denouncing 

consumption, researchers risk simultaneously denouncing that which 

makes lives meaningful. He raises an important issue: why are all forms of 

self-expression and enjoyment reduced to a blanket notion of 

‘consumption’? Rather than conceiving of consumption as a purely 

analytical term, Graeber approaches it as, inescapably, an ideology, one 

deserving of – even requiring – a critical approach.  

Lauren Leve (2011) likewise questions the uncritical use of the 

term “identity” – one central to our culturalist approach to consumption 

(Carrier 2004. Using Macpherson’s (1962) discussion of possessive 

individualism, she reimagines for a modern age his argument that 

possessive individualism, emphasizing the individual as proprietor of self, 

transforms the logic of the labour market into a theory of the self.  The 

move toward a service-based economy, she argues, has created a shift in 

focus from production to consumption. Drawing on the Buddhist 

emphasis on seeing the continuity of self or material objects as illusions, 
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Leve counsels anthropologists to challenge the concept of “identity,” and 

to neither perpetuate nor naturalize a concept that itself requires 

explanation.  

 

CCT and consumer sub-disciplines  

MacInnes and Folkes (2010) argue that consumer behaviour can be seen 

as a multi-disciplinary field with sub-disciplines advancing the field. 

Rather than being separated into discrete research camps, the sub-

disciplines are unified by a core concern with acquisition, consumption, 

and disposal of marketplace entities. Indeed, specialization has resulted 

in expansion in the number of sub-fields (Arnould and Thompson 2005). 

Moreover, MacInnes and Folkes (2010) argue that specialization can fuel 

novel insights and energize the field. In our examination of the CCT 

literature, we have identified important articles that would classify as 

new sub-field hybrids. As early as 1989, Belk, Wallendorf, and Sherry 

argued in their article on the sacred and the profane that the concept of 

consumer involvement, as defined in consumer research, was too limiting 

in terms of understanding person object relations. Since then, implicitly 

or explicitly, most articles in the CCT tradition have provided one form of 

critique of the information processing or behaviour decision theory (Firat 

and Venkatesh 1995; Hirschman and Holbrook 1982; Holbrook and 

Grayson 1986; Holbrook and Hirschman 1982). Allen’s (2002) study 

explicitly critiques choice theories in consumer behaviour, and offers an 

alternate approach that supplements decision-making processes. Cristel 

and Levy (2011) use a cultural approach in discussing repeat 

consumption as an extraordinary experience filled with the emotional 

luxury of delight, novel sensations, and intellectual insight, showing that 

hedonic re-consumption is not merely habitual, addictive, or even 

ritualistic – the three main approaches to the study of re-consumption to 

date.   

Business anthropologists such as Moeran (2005; 2006b), and 

Sunderland and Denny (2007) provide new perspectives on the inclusion 

of employees, managers, consumers, and others in corporate 

organizations, collaboratively creating market cultures. In the field of 

consumer research, a different twist in the identity projects (also leading 

to hybrids within the field of business) is provided by Press and Arnould 

(2011) in their study of organizational identification. They describe how 

employees are involved in sense making, and how the three processes of 

epiphany, emulation, and exploration forge identification with an 

organization. While still in its nascent stages, such applications of CCT 

research within organizations, or collaborative efforts with scholars of 

organizational behaviour and strategic management, are needed, and 
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could lead to hybrid understandings with other sister disciplines, such as 

finance or neuro-psychology. 

The study of consumer welfare is broadly aligned with analyzing 

issues of ethics in consumer behaviour and marketing. Studies that 

examine moral aspects include those of Borgmann (2000), Commuri and 

Gentry (2005), Hill and Stamey (1990), Karababa and Ger (2011), 

Sandikci and Ger (2010), and Thompson and Troester (2002).  Green 

consumerism is researched by Moisander and Pesonen (2002). Joy, 

Sherry, Venkatesh, Wang, and Chan (2012) assess issues of sustainability 

within the context of fast fashion and luxury fashion brands. The 

discursive confusion endemic to sustainable consumption, given the 

multiple and ever-evolving discourses involved, is raised by Markulla and 

Moisander (2012). As Achrol and Kotler (2012: 37) warn: 

“Marketing…over-fulfills materialistic wants and under-serves 

nonmaterial wants.” Given the reality of fast-diminishing resources and 

increasing consumption in developing contexts (Arnould 1989; Bonsu 

and Belk 2003), consumers and producers must develop a model of 

sustainable consumption within a global commons.  

In a period of cultures and consumption patterns both ever more 

fragmented and simultaneously ever more interconnected, CCT research, 

coupled with the critical approach endorsed by Graeber and Leve, affords 

an opportunity for cross-disciplinary study capable of shining light on 

areas long in darkness. The time for reflection afforded by CCT research is 

past due: new such research is eagerly awaited.  
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